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Assessment of moisture content in 
structural timber

Part 1. Introduction



MOISTURE RELATED 
PROPERTIES OF WOOD



Orthotropic material

• wood is orthotropic (special type of anisotropy)

• wood properties are different
in three directions:
radial, tangential and longitudinal



Orthotropic material

• when the load is applied parallel to the axis
of the grain, they are very strong in tension
and have good compressive strength until they
start to buckle

• when the load is applied perpendicular to the axis
of the grain, they tend to crush under compression
and to tear apart under tension



Orthotropic material



Density

• density is the ratio between the mass of timber and its
volume

• density is an important physical characteristic of timber, 
as most mechanical properties are correlated to it



Density

• density is moisture dependent

• at a moisture content ω, it is expressed as:

where: 

0 – values at zero moisture content

βV – coefficient of volumetric swelling



Density

• in engineering, dry density and density at 12% 
moisture content are most frequently used

• density values given in EC5 are defined with mass 
and volume corresponding to an equilibrium
at a temperature of 20°C and a relative humidity of 65%



Moisture content

• moisture content is the ratio between the mass of 
removable water (mw) and the dry mass of the wood
(m0)

• the dry mass is obtained by oven drying at 103 ± 2°C

• moisture content may be expressed as a fraction or in 
percentage terms



Moisture content

• the moisture content of a growing tree is 80% or higher

• when the wood is dried, water is first lost from the cell
lumens (free water)

• removal of the water from the cell walls (bond water) 
requires greater energy



Fiber saturation point (FSP)

FSP is of a considerable engineering significance

– it is the moisture content of wood, when the cell
walls are saturated, but no free water exists

– it ranges from 25 to 35% for most species

– above this point most properties of timber
are approximately constant

– below this point there are dramatic changes
in most physical and mechanical properties of timber



Shrinkage and swelling

• moisture has such an affinity to the wood cell wall
substance that it can force its way into this material
and push the microfibres apart

• swelling of the cell walls can be assumed to be 
equivalent to the volume of the absorbed water

• during swelling, the volume of the cell lumens stays
constant



Shrinkage and swelling



Shrinkage and swelling

• when wood is restrained from expanding (e.g. in bolted joints), the uptake
of moisture induces internal stresses

• due to the plastic properties of wood, such stresses can cause irreversible
dimensional changes of timber

• when wood returns to its original moisture content, 
the dimensions shrink and the bolted joint may be 
a loose fit and might loose some of its capacity







Shrinkage and swelling

• it is very important in engineering design to retain access to such
construction joints, which may need tightening up

• in order to minimize the problems of dimensional movements, timber
should be used at a moisture content corresponding to the relative
humidity of its environment



Shrinkage and swelling

• moisture content of timber depending on 
the environment:

heated rooms: < 12 %

roof structures: 12 – 18 %

outdoor elements: 18 – 26 %

structures under water
and underground structures: > 26 %



MOISTURE RELATED 
DEFECTS OF WOOD



Distortions

distortions of various cross-sections caused by shrinkage



distortion of a square piece into a diamond resulting from
the different rate of radial and tangential shrinkage 

Distortions



distortions of a radially- and tangentially sawn board showing
the tendency for the growth rings

to straighten out due to the unequal shrinkage

Distortions



Distortions

distortions: bows, springs, cups and twists



Fissures

• in larger sections, drying causes a significant gradient 
of moisture content across the section, as the moisture 
can leave only from the surface 

• since the moisture content of outer layers falls below 
the FSP, they start to shrink, producing tangential 
tensile stresses which may cause development of 
small fissures

• as drying progresses, the fissures gradually progress 
to the pith

• fissures occur along the shortest distance from the pith 
to the surface 



Fissures

fissures in square-sawn timber



Fissures

• when the ambient humidity of the air increases 
or the element gets wet, the moisture content of outer 
layers increases

• due to the tangential and radial swelling, fissures may 
get narrower when the timber is rewetted, but they
never reclose completely

• the rates of secondary swelling and shrinkage are
about half the initial values



Fissures

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/90/Fagus_sylvatica_crosssection.jpg


Fungal decay

• a wood-decay fungus is a variety
of fungus that digests moist wood, causing it to rot

• some species of fungi attack dead wood and some
colonize living trees

• all pieces showing fungal decay or other abnormal 
defects affecting strength should be excluded from all 
grades



Fungal decay

• fungi have four requirements for growth:
• wood as a food source

• oxygen

• water

• appropriate temperatures

• these conditions are not usually met in buildings

• in order to protect the timber from fungal attack, 
the part most vulnurable to decay can be removed
(i.e. sapwood)



Fungal decay

• the environmental conditions favourable to 
development of fungi:

• relative humidity of timber above 20%

• ambient temperature above 15 oC

• lack of ventilation

• lack of insolation



Fungal decay

three types of rot: partial white, full white and brown



Fungal decay



Fungal decay



Fungal decay

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d9/Blue_stain_on_pinus_sylvestris_1_beentree.jpg


Fungal decay

• within a building, the chances of germination of 
a spore landing on timber depend on the moisture 
content of wood – if this is below 20%, the growth 
of fungi does not occur

• with the moisture content above 20%, there is a 
chance that some spores will eventually germinate



Fungal decay - damage



Fungal decay



Fungal decay



WOOD DRYING



Wood drying

• wood drying (seasoning of wood) reduces the moisture 
content of wood before its use

• wood can be dried in kilns (kiln-dried timber) or 
traditionally in the open air (air-drying timber)



Reasons for wood drying

➢ to avoid decay

➢to avoid shrinkage
in service



Reasons for wood drying

• when wood is used as a construction material, it will 
absorb or desorb moisture until it is in equilibrium 
with its surroundings

• the equilibration (usually drying) causes unequal 
shrinkage in the wood and can cause damage to the 
timber if it occurs too rapidly 

• the equilibration must be controlled to prevent 
damage of the wood



Assessment of moisture content in 
structural timber

Part 2. Wood moisture meters



Measuring moisture content

two methods are used:

• oven dry method

• moisture meters



Oven dry method

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

• provides an accurate assessment
of the average moisture content of 
the samples tested

• it is time consuming

• it is a destructive method

• it does not identify moisture
gradients within the sample piece



Moisture meters

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

• the method is quick and flexible

• it gives instant readings that can
be repeated many times to give an 
overall picture of the moisture
content in a piece of timber

• the meters are portable and 
handheld, so they can be used in
variety of situations

• it is not a highly accurate method



Moisture meters

➢electrical resistance meters
• they measure the conductivity between two or more pin- or blade-like electrodes that 

are pushed or hammered into the timber and are calibrated to provide the user with a 
corresponding moisture content reading

• three types: surface use, shallow penetration or deep hammer-assisted penetration

➢capacitance-type meters
• an electrical wave is emitted through a sensor pressed against the wood; this creates 

an electromagnetic field, which behaves differently depending on the amount of 
moisture present in the wood

• they are suitable for use on decorative timbers as they cause no damage to the
surface of the wood



Accuracy

• electrical resistance moisture meters are most effective when used 
on timber with a moisture content of between 8% and 25%

• in timber with moisture content of between 20% and 25%, a meter 
should give a reading within +/– 2%; in timber below 15% 
moisture content, the reading should be within +/– 1% 

• in situations where the moisture content reading is outside this 
range, consider the reading as indicative only

• in timber with a moisture content of less than 8%, many electrical 
resistance meters will not provide a reading - this may indicate low 
timber moisture content rather than a potential fault with the meter

• capacitance meters are less accurate in general use (probably 
+/– 5%)



BIO-1



HGR-9



HIT-3



HIT-3 – technical data

Range 6 % - 60 % moisture content
Resolution 0.1 %
Accuracy(in20°C)

within range: 6% - 15%

within range: 16% - 28%

withinrange: 29% - 60%

±1%

±2%

approx.10% ofmeasured value
Numberof woodtypes 9 groups (12common + 270 exotictypes)
Woodtemperaturerange -10° - 60°C
Display LCD
Power battery type 23A, 12 V
Batterylife approx.5000measurements
Electrodes f3.5x12mm,f2x6mm,veneer electrodes
Size

instrument

case
210 x 120 x 60 mm

250 x 200 x 70 mm
Weight approx.0.8 kG
Guarantee 12months



Assessment of moisture content in 
structural timber

Part 3. Case study: assessment of the influence 
of moisture on the large beam made of glued laminated timber in an 
aggressive environment
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MAIN BEAM
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SECONDARY BEAMS



Thank you for your attention
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